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1 Introduction
Linear inversion schemes based upon the concept of diffraction tomography have: proven
successful for ground penetrating radar (GPR) imaging [l], [2], 131. In many G.PR surveys, the antennas of the GPR are located close to the air-soil'interface and therefore, it
is important, as illustrated in [2], to incorporate in the inversion scheme the presence of
this interface. In [2] the antennas are modeled as ideal (Hertzian) electric dipole:;. Since
practical GPR antennas are not ideal, it is of interest to investigate the validity of this model.
In this paper we extend the formulation of [2] to hold for arbitrary antennas. For simplicity
the 2.5-D case is considered, that is, it is assumed that the scattering object in the soil is
invariant in one direction, which for instance is the case for a pipe. The arbitrary antennas
are modeled by their plane-wave receiving- and transmitting spectra. We find these: spectra
numerically for a resistively loaded dipole using the method of moments. Also, we illustrate
through a numerical example the importance of talung into account the correct antenna
pattem in GPR diffraction tomography.
2 The 2.5-D Forward Model
An example of the GPR configuration involving the planar air-soil interface is shown in
Figure 1. A Cartesian z y z coordinate system is introduced such that the z y plane coincides with the interface and such that z > 0 is air. An object, which is assumed infinitely long in the ? direction, is buried in the soil. The propagation constant of air is
ko(w) = w
m and that of soil is k l ( w ) = w m , assuming that the soil is lossless.
The position of the receiving antenna is described by ( z r ryr,zr) and that of the transmit, with the offset ( z ~
YA,
, 0) being fixed.
ting antenna is (zt, yt, z t ) = (2,. ZA,yr y ~zr)
It is assumed that the conductivity a ( y , z ) is much less than the contrast in permittivity
Ac(y, z ) = ~ ( yz,) - €1, i.e., o(y, z ) << wAc(y, z ) over the frequency band of interest.
Assuming an ?-directed antenna described by the current density &(z, y, z , U).the background electric field E b in the soil can be expressed as

+

+

Sb(k,,k,,w)exP(i[k,(z-zt)

+kv(Y-Yt)

-W

+ yozt - 71.~1)dk,dkv

(time factor exp(-iwt))

where the plane-wave transmitting spectrum S b is [3, (4)]
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Herein, yi = yi(k,, k,, w ) = f i : ( w ) - ki - k;, i = 0,1, the expression for the dyadic

F(kz, k,, w ) describing the interface can be found in [2, (6)],and .& is the Fourier transform
of the current density defined as

Assuming that the buried object is a weak scatterer, such that it satisfies the Born approximation, the outputs of the receiving antenna is

. exp(i[k,(z,

- 2’)

+ ky(yr - y’) + yoz, - ‘ylz’])dz’dy’dz’dk,dky (4)

where R is the receiving plane-wave spectrum of the antenna. In case of a reciprocal antenna, the receiving spectrum is related to the normalized transmitting spectrum S (resulting
from an input signal of 1 volt) as

where YOis the characteristic admittance of the transmission line connected to the receiving
antenna. Replacing (kz,ky)with (k:, IC;) in the expression (1) for the background field and
inserting into (4). performing the integration over z’ and kz, carrying out the substitution
k, = k, + kb,and Fourier transforming with respect to yr, we arrive at

Now we can use the result of [2, Appendix] to calculate the integration over k: and k;
asymptotically as z’ -+ -W. The result is
S(ky,zr,w)

-

D(kyrW)&(kyr

1-4

(7)

where

and A q (y, z ) = Ae(y, z ) / z . Using (51, (2). and [2, (6)], it can be shown that R(0, f k y ,U).
Sb(0,
U)
= Z w P O y ~ ’ ~ ( -ikyr
0,
-“fO(O,
$kyrW))jb(Oj-$ky, -^fO(o, i k y r W ) )

Jm/(d-

+ d-)’

.
where j is the Fourier transform
of the current density describing the normalized transmitting spectrum S in (5).
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3 Inversion
Using the fact that AE is real, this function can be found from its Fourier transform
through

To use the relation between the measured data s and

-4

KE

z in (7) we must cany out the sub-

and restrict ky to the range lkYl < 2 k l ( w ) . Hence,

stitution k, =

4 Numerical Example
The inversion scheme of Section 3 is now tested on synthetic GPR data. Figure 1 shows a
two-layer dielectric pipe with outer diameter 24 cm and inner diameter 10 cm located 1 m
below the interface. The permittivities of the soil, the inner and outer regions of the: pipe
are 1 0 ~ 010.260,
,
and 10.4~0,respectively. The synthetic GPR data are calculated using the
method described in [4]. 'It is assumed that the radar uses 60 frequencies equally spaced
in the range 20 MHz < f < 1.3 GHz. The antennas are assumed to be dipoles of length
2 m, resistively loaded according to the Wu-King profile [5] to increase the bandwidth.
z ) / q obtained from the inversion formula (10).
Figures 2 and 3 show two images of AE(Y,
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Figure 1: The fixed-offset GPR configuration involving a two-layer circular pipe. The
antennas are resistively loaded %-directed dipoles.
In Figure 2 it is assumed that the antennas are Hertzian dipoles. It is seen that the i.mage
is highly distorted. In Figure 3 the correct antenna model is used. The current distribution
on the antennas in the presence of the air-soil interface is determined using the method of
moments. It's observed that the image is very accurate. This example shows that il's an
inaccurate approximation to use simple Hertzian dipole models to describe realistic GPR
antennas in diffraction tomography.
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Figure 2: The image of Ac(y, Z ) / E O . The antennas are modeled as Hertzian dipoles.
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Figure 3: The antennas are modeled as resistively loaded dipoles.
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